Library Cultural Art Center

Latitudes de latinidad: A Photo Exhibit

A select number of professional photographs that document Professor Jose Prado’s (Sociology Department) recent academic trip to Havana, Cuba along with five CSUDH students, will be exhibited in the University Library Cultural Art Center scheduled to open March 18th. These photographs capture their participation in the Summer 2013 Academic Seminar, Latitudes de latinidad, at the internationally renowned cultural and academic institute, Casa de las Americas.

The trip to Cuba was quite unique in that no other group from California State University, Dominguez Hills has participated in such an excursion, and never before have both US and Cuban students enrolled in a seminar together at Casa de las Americas. Their adventure in Havana, Cuba was truly enlightening for all!

The grand opening for this exhibition in the University Library Cultural Art Center (room 1940, ground floor of the Library’s South Wing) is scheduled for Tuesday, March 18, 2014 at 6:00 p.m., and it will run through May of 2014. The reception also promises to be an exciting experience for all, featuring new and original music by internationally renowned musician, Hans-Joachim Roedelius and the electronic music duo, Mateo Latosa and Cesar Gallegos (TKU), recorded especially for the opening. So, don’t miss out on this grand event and the opportunity to learn more from Professor Prado, his students and colleagues who made this academic trip to Cuba, and their plans to revisit Casa de las Americas in 2015!

Professor Jose Prado wishes to express his gratitude to the University Library for its generous support and commitment towards this exhibition which contributes to our University’s mission to broaden the intellectual and cultural scope, and therefore enriching our students’ success.